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Minutes 
Music Education Hub for Cheshire East 

STEERING GROUP MEETING 

15th October 2018, Ruskin High School 

Item Discussion 

 Present as members: 
Jackie Davies                          Chair               (JD) 
Helen Brown             Mablins Lane Community Primary School           (HB) 
Victoria Palethorpe                   Love Music Trust                                                        (VP) 
Alastair McWilliam           Music for Life                                                              (AM)   
Grace Barber                              Sandbach School                                                        (GB) 
Jill Hayes            The Dingle Primary School                                        (JH) 
Amanda Edwards                      Rep for ECAPH                                                           (AE) 
Jake Fletcher                              Student Rep – Sandbach School                              (JF) 
Lorraine Baker Wakefield        Springfield School                                                      (LB) 
Ella Brett                                     Ruskin High School                                                     (EB) 
Also present: 
Gemma Farrell (Clerk) 

 Apologies 
Apologies were received from: 
Helen Brown   Mablins Lane Community Primary School 
Claire Daniels                   St Annes Fulshaw Primary School 

Previous minutes The minutes from the meeting on 14th June were accepted as read. 

 
 
 
 
 

Vacant positions 
within the group 

JD welcomes everyone to the meeting and introduces the new members AE and LBW. The 
group reviewed the vacancies within the group. JD has spoken to a parents (as potential 
steering group members) and due to the time of the meeting they were not free. GF 
suggested getting both a primary and secondary parent. AE advised that it would depend 
where the meetings are and maybe have parents that have a musical background too. JH 
suggest Mr & Mrs Franklin and Mr Haigh, as he is very interested in music and his daughter’s 
progression. GB suggest Heidi Gleeson as she works shifts so maybe able to attend and is 
keen. VP suggest Jane Levey. All members were going to speak to parents and see if these 
people were available or would wish to join the group. JD spoke about the missing young 
person on the steering group. GB asked if this could be someone different each time, and 
could it be someone new each time depending where the meeting is based. JD said it was 
hard in the past to have new people come along each time as you end up going over stuff. 
Group to go away and think about a parents and student membership. 

 
 
 

Review of meeting 
frequency 

 
JD raised changing the frequency of the group as currently it is within the terms of reference 
for the group to meet 4 times a year, are people have to move this to 3 times a year? All 
agreed that three times would be better as this matches the terms and then we have sorting 
to discuss rather than just having a 4th and it being cancelled like the previous meeting last 
year. JD confirmed that as a steering group that everyone is there to be a link to point 
anything out that we do not understand of have questions about. 
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Data Return 

VP Explained that all been sent the executive summary of the annual data return some really 
good points to bring up as good news stories.  
Summary is attached. 

 
Forthcoming 

Events 
 

GF advised that she will resend out the document with all upcoming events on as we now 
have venues and dates for the Battle of the Bands and The Schools Music Competition.  JH 
The heat is quiet early after Christmas and to get things to get ready for this and there is a 
long time before the final. VP There are many High Schools that have productions that week 
which is why we have done it the week after. GB advised that it is good to have the time 
before the finals so that you can learn new material  

AOB Next Meeting at the Dingle on Tuesday 15th January. 

  
 
G Farrell 17/10/2018 


